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An experimental Aerodynamic and Aero-Acoustic loads data base was obtained at
transonic Mach numbers for the Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle configured with the
ASRM Solid Rocket Boosters as an increment to the current flight configuration
(RSRB). These data were obtained during transonic wind tunnel tests (IA 613A)
conducted in the Arnold Engineering Development Center 16-Foot transonic
propulsion wind tunnel from March 27, 1991 through April 12, 1991. This test is
the first of a series of two tests covering the Mach range from 0.6 to 3.5.
Steady state surface static and fluctuating pressure distributions over the Orbiter,
External Tank and Solid Rocket Boosters of the Shuttle Integrated Vehicle were
measured. Total Orbiter forces, Wing forces and Elevon hinge moments were
directly measured as well from force balances. Two configurations of Solid Rocket
Boosters were tested, the Redesigned Solid Rocket Booster (RSRB) and the
Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM). The effects of the position (i.e. top,
bottom, top and bottom) of the Integrated Electronics Assembly (lEA) box,
mounted on the SRB attach ring, were obtained on the ASRM configured model.
These data were obtained with and without Solid Plume Simulators which, when




Data were obtained at Mach numbers ranging from 0.6 to 1.55 at a Unit Reynolds
Number of 2.5 million per foot through model angles of attack from -8 to +4
degrees at sideslip angles of 0, + 4 and -4 degrees.
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In 1990, the Space Shuttle Vehicle program began the design effort for an
Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM) which would provide the system with
improved ascent performance, resulting in enhanced launch capabilities as well as
the ability to carry heavier payloads to orbit.
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The design concept increased the Booster diameter by four inches between the
nose cone and the skirt as well as modifying the aft support ring, lEA box and
booster stiffeners. High fidelity Aerodynamic and Aero-Acoustic loads data were
required on the vehicle configured with this preliminary outer mold line design to
determine the effects on the ascent orbiter wing loads and to update the IVBC-3
loads data base. This IVBC-3 data base was generated using previous wind
tunnel test data from this model and upgraded to the Redesigned Solid Rocket
Motor (RSRM) configuration using Flight derived data.
To obtain these data, the large 0.03 scale integrated vehicle pressure loads wind
tunnel model 47-0TS was modified such that both the latest RSRM Booster
configuration, representing that of the current configuration data base, and the
new ASRM configurations could be tested with minimum change time in the wind
tunnel.
This test IA613A, the first of a two test series was conducted in the Arnold
Engineering Development Center 16 Foot Transonic Propulsion Wind Tunnel. The
test was conducted at transonic Mach numbers during the time period of March
27, 1991 to April 12, 1991. The model tested was a 0.03 scale replica of the
Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle, designated 47-OTS, as shown in Figure 2a.
This test measured 1392 surface static pressures and 68 Aero-acoustic surface
pressures to provide distributions over the orbiter, external tank and solid rocket
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boosters on both the ASRM and RSRBconfigured SSV launch vehicle. The force
and moment data directly measured were; six component orbiter force and
moment, three component orbiter right hand wing force and moment, and right
hand wing elevon hinge moments. These data were obtained at Mach numbers
from 0.6 to 1.55 at a unit Reynolds number of 2.5 million per foot at angles of
attack ranging from -8 to +4 degrees and at sideslip angles0f 0, +4 and -4
degrees. All primary objectives of the test were completed.
This report presents a description of this first (Transonic Mach Range Test) of a
series of two tests. This report consists of remarks on the conduct of the test,
description of the model and test facility, details on the test procedure, information
on data reduction as well as presentation of recorded test data.
-..j"
The data obtained from this test is contained on the final data tapes from AEDC°
These tapes are available at Rockwell International Space Systems Division as well
as NASA/JSC. The AEDC Data Tape at RockWell is'under the control of the
Aerodynamics group, specifically L.P. LeBlanc, (310) 922-5369. Additional raw
Kulite data, recorded on MUX recorders are in the possession of the Structural
Dynamics group at Rockwell SSD. For information on these data, contact Phil
Schuetz (310) 922-3552.
Data presented in this report have been included in the Chrysler DATAMAN Space

























AREA OVER WHICH Pi ACTS, SQ.FT.
MODEL PITCH ANGLE, DEGREES
ORBITER ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEG. RELATIVE
CORRECTED FOR BALANCE DEFLECTION
SPAN OF VEHICLE, INCHES
MODEL ANGLE OF SIDESLIP, DEGREES
ORBITER ANGLE OF SIDESLIP, DEG. RELATIVE
CORRECTED FOR BALANCE DEFLECTION
WING BENDING REFERENCE LENGTH
ORBITER AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT,
PRESSURE EFFECTS (BODY AXIS)
ORBITER BASE AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT
TO ET & SRB
TO ET & SRB -
UNCORRECTED FOR BASE
ORBITER AXIAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CORRECTED FOR BASE PRESSURE
EFFECTS (BODY AXIS)
ORBITER WING BENDING MOMENT COEFFICIENT
ELEVON REFERENCE CHORD LENGTH









RIGHT OUTBOARD ELEVON HINGE MOMENT COEFFICIENT
ORBITER ROLLING MOMENT COEFFICIENT (BODY AXIS)
ORBITER PITCHING MOMENT, COEFFICIENT, UNCORRECTED FOR BASE
PRESSURE EFFECTS (BODY AXIS)





ORBITER PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CORRECTED FOR BASE
PRESSURE EFFECTS (BODY AXIS)
ORBITER NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, UNCORRECTED FOR BASE




























ORBITER BASE NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CNBO + CNBF
NORMAL FORCE BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, CORRECTION FOR THE
ORBITER FUSELAGE BASE
NORMAL FORCE BASE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT, CORRECTION FOR THE
ORBITER BODY FLAP
ORBITER NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CORRECTED FOR BASE
PRESSURE EFFECTS (BODY AXIS)
ORBITER WING NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT
ORBITER YAWING MOMENT COEFFICIENT (BODY AXIS)
32x48 STRING OF SURFACE STATIC PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS
SORTED BY MODULE, PORT = (Pi-Po)/q
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT MEASURED BY DYNAMIC
TRANSDUCERS, i = 1 TO 68 = (Prmsi-Po)/q
1 i=324
AVERAGE ORBITER BASE PRESSURE COEFRCIENT = _" 3". Cpi
i=311

















ORBITER WING TORSION MOMENT COEFFICIENT
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD
ORBITER SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT (BODY AXIS)
DECIBEL LEVEL CORRESPONDING TO PRESSURE MEASURED
DYNAMIC PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS, i = 1 TO 68
SPANWISE LOCATION ON SURFACE, FRACTION OF SPAN















































DEFLECTION ANGLE OF OUTBOARD ELEVONS, DEGREES
DEFLECTION ANGLE OF LEFT INBOARD ELEVON, DEGREES
DEFLECTION ANGLE OF LEFT OUTBOARD ELEVON, DEGREES
DEFLECTION ANGLE OF RIGHT INBOARD ELEVON, DEGREES
DEFLECTION ANGLE OF RIGHT OUTBOARD ELEVON, DEGREES
LIQUID OXYGEN
REFERENCE LENGTH OF VEHICLE, INCHES
FREESTREAM MACH NUMBER
FREESTREAM STATIC PRESSURE, PSFA
EXTERNAL TANK ROLL ANGLE, DEG.
ORBITER ROLL ANGLE, DEG. RELATIVE TO ET & SRB - CORRECTED FOR
BALANCE DEFLECTION
FREESTREAM TOTAL PRESSURE, PSFA
FREESTREAM DYNAMIC PRESSURE, PSFA
FREESTREAM UNIT REYNOLDS NUMBER/MILLION
REFERENCE AREA, IN. 2
LOCATION OF MODEL REFERENCE POINT ALONG X-AXIS, INCHES
LONGITUDINAL STATION ON ORBITER
LONGITUDINAL STATION ON SRB
LONGITUDINAL STATION ON THE EXTERNAL TANK
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON ORBITER BODY SURFACE, FRACTION OF
BODY LENGTH
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER SURFACE,
FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION ON EXTERNAL TANK BODY SURFACE,
FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH

















CHORDWISE LOCATION ON WING SURFACE, FRACTION OF LOCAL
CHORD
CHORDWISE LOCATION ON BODY FLAP, FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD
LOCATION OF MODEL REFERENCE POINT ALONG Y-AXIS, INCHES
ORBITER LATERAL STATION





After completion of the model rework at Krug International, Dayton, Ohio, the
model was shipped directly to AEDC. A number of model and orbiter balance
fouling problems were discovered and corrected during orbiter balance check loads.
Fouling of the Orbiter balance inside the Orbiter cavity was corrected by fabricating
a new balance pin. This balance pin used the top forward balance pin hole and
placed the longitudinal center of the balance at Orbiter model station (MS)
32.7202. This places the Orbiter aft relative to the External Tank 0.009 inches
from the original centerline position of (MS) 32.63. In addition, the new pin also
positioned the Orbiter at a negative roll (right wing up) relative to the ET/SRB
assembly of between 0.15 and 0.20 degrees.
During the model calibration Ioadings which required inverting the model, the
Orbiter SSME solid plume grounded on the Orbiter SSME's. This plume assembly
was moved aft on the sting 0.40 inches resulting in a 0.525 gap at the static
model upright position.
Due to an additional requirement to duplicate the scaled blockage (crossectional
area) of the aft External Tank to Orbiter attach region, a fairing was added to the
lower part of the crossbeam to simulate the GH2 line cover fairing. This on-site
modification measured 0.170 inches high from the lower moldline to the top of the
External Tank. The scaled vehicle dimension is 0.1626 inches.
During the beginning of the test for run numbers less than 580, the Orbiter
umbilical doors were left off. These were mounted prior to run number 580,
however, there was no clearance between these doors and the Orbiter non metric
support umbilicals resulting in a ground from model to balance system. This
problem was rectified prior to run #600. Therefore, with the exception of the
Orbiter balance forces, the remaining data from run #580 to #600 are valid. Run
#602 is the first run with the Orbiter configured with umbilical doors to provide
valid Orbiter force data.
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Aero-Acoustic (Kulite) data was obtained throughout the test up to and including
run #1565. No Kulite data was planned for the configurations tested in the run
numbers from #1586 through the end of the test, run #1745.
_J
Anomalies in the model setup that were not corrected prior to or during the test
are; 1) The pressure taps on the ET LOX feedline were numbered 120 degrees
rotation from the published orientation in reference 1. Figure 3t provides the as
hooked up pressure locations. On line printout data obtained during the test lists
the pressure coefficients for the pretest report location. However, the final data
tape referred to in this report lists the pressure data by ESP number - Port number
so the figure presented herein should be used. 2) The External Tank spike nose
part was mounted on the model inverted (i.e. at 180 degrees rotation from that
shown in 1). The tap location as tested is as follows;
is @ cp = 180 deg. was @
reference
P# 1002 & # 1010
P# 1003 & # 1011
P# 1004 & # 1012
P# 1005 & # 1013
P# 1006 & # 1014
P#1007 &#1015
P# 1008 & # 1016
P# 1009 & # 1017
¢P = 0 deg.
is @ cp = 240 deg. was @ ¢P = 60 deg.
is @ ¢P = 270 deg. was @ @ = 90 deg.
=s @ ¢P = 315 deg. was @ ¢P = 135 deg.
is@CP = Odeg. was@CP = 180deg.
Is @ cp = 45 deg. was @ ¢P - 225 deg.
=s@_ = 90deg. was@CP = 270deg.
is @ q) = 120 deg. was @ cp = 300 deg.
Various anomalies occurred during the test yielding pressure data (steady state and
dynamic) either no good or questionable. Plugged, leaking and non existent
pressure taps were determined prior to as well as during the test. Most data are
bad coded in the data output. However some slow leaking pressures were left in
the data. These marginal pressures are marked (?) and caution should be used in
their use. Table III lists the pressure tap numbers versus ESP No. and port
location. This table presents notes which indicate these pressure data problems
for specific runs and runs greater than a given run.
It should be noted here that for runs #498 through #517, a problem existed with
the data collection of the ESP's measuring the SRB pressures. The data from the
odd numbered ports of these ESP's are questionable.
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Pressure #416 checked as open during the pretest checks. Because this upper
body flap pressure was involved in calculating the orbiter base force correction,
pressure tap #424 was substituted in its place. In doing this, the pressure from
tap 424 is output in both the location for P416 and P424.





Some errors exist in the data tape, primarily in the Elevon deflection setting and
corrections to these settings for load deflections. The following lists these errors;
1) Left Hand Elevon Run #'s 503 to 516 - The elevons were set at 10 °
outb'd and +5 ° inb'd but indicated in the data as 10 °
outb'd and -5 ° inb'd. Run #'s 1559 to 1565 -The
.... elevons were set at 10 _ outb'd a_n=d-5 o inb'd but
indicated in the d§taas 8 ° outb'd and 9°inb'd.
2) Right Hand EIQv0n Run #'s 410 to 516 - The elevons were set at 10 °
outb'd and +5 ° inb'd but indicated in the data as 9 °
outb'd and 5 ° inb'd. Run #'s 1584 to 1611 - The
elevons were set at 8 ° outb'd and 9 ° inb'd but input in
the data as -8 ° outb'd and -9 ° inb'd.
These errors in deflection setting inputs were corrected in the corrected





The model provided for the AEDC test period was a 0.030 scale replica of the Rockwell
International Space Shuttle Vehicle in the launch configuration. The launch configuration consists
of the assembly of a payload carrying Orbiter, an expendable external oxygen/hydrogen tank (ET)
which provides fuel for the Orbiter main engines (SSME) and two recoverable Solid Rocket Boosters
(SRB's). The launch configuration is shown in Figure 2a. The entire model is the launch vehicle
configuration, comprised of the 102 Orbiter, the Light Weight External Tank and the RSRB or ASRB
Boosters.
ORBITER
The Orbiter is a blended wing/body design with a double delta planform (81 °/45° leading edge),
twelve percent thick airfoil wing with full span elevons incorporating a six-inch interpanel gap
between the independently deflectable inboard and outboard panels. A single swept (45 °)
centerline vertical tail with rudder and/or speed brake capability. The aft fuselage incorporates two
Orbital maneuvering system (OMS) pods. These two OMS pods are fabricated with the OMS
nozzles and RCS thrusters simulated. A single body flap (to aid in trim control while the speed
brake is flared during re-entry) is fitted on the lower trailing edge of the fuselage.
The Orbiter fuselage is in accord with Rockwell International control drawing VL70-000140A, with
the vertical tail as defined by drawing VL70-000146A. The OMS pods are the VL70-000140C
configuration, this being a combination of the VL70-08401 and VL70-08410 drawings. Fitted to
this is the Orbiter vehicle 102 wing as defined in the MD-V70 data book(s). For the purposes of
this test and report, the resulting outer mold line (OML) is referred to as the "OV102 Orbiter'. The
complete Orbiter weighs approximately 140 pounds.
The wing is two piece with LH and RH panels mounted to a central steel wing beam. This beam
of cross shaped planform supports one wing on a tang on each side of the central plate. The right
hand tang is instrumented with strain gauges to form the three component wing load indicator
balance. The exposed wings are made integral with the glove and a labyrinth seal is provided on
the metric side to improve the data quality. The left hand wing is instrumented with pressure
taps.
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Each of the wings is fitted with deflectable inboard and outboard elevons which are supported
in torsion only by a beam mounted on the hinge line. Identical R.H. and L.H. elevon supports
insure similar aeroelastic deflections under load. The right=hand elevon panels are supported
on beams which are strain gauged. The following table shows the elevon deflections used
during this test. The nominal deflection angles are listed as the requested angles, the
unloaded measured deflection angles listed as the average of the measurements + the

























Interchangeable simulated flipper doors are fitted to the upper wing surface for the various
elev0n deflections.
The body flap, with hinge moment capability and forty pressure taps is provided. The body flap
deflectable to four deflections, -11.7", 0", +16.3" or +22.5". The body flap was set at O"
deflection for this test.
The vertical tail provided for this test includes a single panel hinged rudder/speed brake on
each side. These panels are individually pinned to the hinge shaft, the shaft is then pinned to
the vertical to provide any combination of rudder/speed brake deflections. The 0"
rudder/speed brake (No deflection) was used for this test.
The SSME nozzles are simulated in the base of the Orbiter. The nozzles are set at the nominal
angles of 16" up, no yaw upper, and 10" up, +3-112" yaw outboard for the lower two.
,..../
The entire Orbiter iS mounted on the AEDC MK XXXIC Task balance. The balance taper fits
into a block in the cavity at the rear of the fuselage. This block is attached to a beam running
under the balance block and to a stiffener rod that runs forward above the right upper comer
of the balance block to a "flying wedge" piece attached to the front of the longitudinal beam.
This forms a support system within the Orbiter with the taper for the balance in the rear block.
The ET attach hardware (simulated LO2 and LHz feedlines) were upgraded to the latest
dimensions which allowed for the increase in instrumentation leads in the Orbiter. These
feedlines mount to the lower aft part of the beam through holes in the bottom of the Orl_{ter.
The forward end of the balance support is mounted to the forward ET/ORB bipod in the lower
fuselage cavity.
EXTERNAL TANK (El')
The ET has been modified to the "lightweight" configuration for this test. It has a cylindrical
cross section with a nominal diameter of 333.0" full scale and a maximum diameter of 336.2"
full scale. The forward portion of the ET has a tangent ogive nose which terminates in a
triconic nose cap over the LO2 vent valve. The triconic nose functions as the Ascent Air Data
System (AADS). The aft end of the tank is basically an ellipsoid of revolution. Between the
LO2 and LH2 vessels one third of the ET length behind the nose is a structure of stiffeners
which is slightly larger than the nominal tank diameter. Covering the entire tank is a Spray-On
Foam Insulation (SOFI) of varying thickness, as dictated by the relative heat load, i.e.,
approximately 2..5 inches thick on the tangent ogive, 1.0 inches thick on the cylindrical portion
of the tank and 2.0 inches thick on the rear ellipsoid. The diameters given above include this
SOFI. A plate is provided in the forward section to support 13 ESP units and the Schaevitz
angle of attack transmitter. The approximate weight of the External Tank with instrumentation
is 190 pounds.
Protruding above the insulation are a number of external protuberances which fall into three
major categories; electrical trays, fluid lines and attach hardware. The fluid lines modeled are
the LO2 and LH:, feed and vent plumbing. The attach hardware, considered as part of the
tank, is the front and rear E-T/Orbiter attach structure, which is discarded with the ET at the end
of the main engine burn (ET separation). The external tank for this test is built to the geometry
described in the Rockwell international Interface Control Drawing ICD 2-00001C.
The Orbiter/ET attach hardware is scaled to as great a degree possible and is load-bearing.
The Orbiter/ET front attach is fabricated from a single piece with two integral end plates. The
aft attach structure is the scaled OML between the ET and Orbiter. A fairing on the ET side of
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the main cross member was added for this test series. It represents the hydrogen tank
pressurization line and maintains the scaled height (gap) above the ET. This gap between the
ET top and the lower extremity of pressure line and fairing measured 0.0074 inches, model
scale, larger than the vehicle.
The pressure and feed lines, previously used during test IA190, are modified tO simulate the "
light weight" tank. A removable mirror image pressure and feedline assembly was tested. This
mirror image configuration provided pressure data on the RH wing including the interference
caused by this large line system.
SOUD ROCKET BOOSTERS (SRB's)
Two configurations of the Solid Rocket Boosters were tested. The current configuration (the
Redesigned Solid Rocket Boosters (RSRB's)), are 146-inch nominal diameter cylinders, each
with an 180 semi-angle nose and a 13.270 spherical tip. An 18" flared skirt, 208.20" diameter,
protects the gimbaJled rocket nozzle. The vehicle flexible donut shaped seal and thermal
shield is provided between skirt and nozzle. Major protrusions from the basic envelope include
a forward attach lug, separation thrusters front and rear, aft attach ring, various stiffeners, field
joints and a full length electrical systems tunr_el. This RSRB outer mold line configuration
geometry is described in the Rockwell International Interface Control Drawing ICD 2-00001
Rev. H.
The second configuration, the Advanced Solid Rocket Motor (ASRM), is built to the IRN 190
Drawings, January 3, 1991. The booster diameter was enlarged to 150.25 inches between
stations 523.83 and 1837.24 and appropriate changes were made to the stiffener rings, field
joints (systems tunnel) aft attach ring with the Integrated Electronics Assembly (lEA) box. The
ASRM configuration is shown in Figure 2b. The cylindrical inner aft attach struts as well as a
section of the attach ring inside between these struts were not updated.
The two (LH& RH) baseitneSRl3;Sl_uiitaround a2100--Ii_X 3_38-0D Sleeve coreS' Modified
outer shells provide the RSRB and ASRM configurations for th_s test. The SRB to
attachments bear the expected loads and carry the electrical leads through from the tank. The
weight of the right hand SRB is approximately forty pounds and the weight of the thinner, left
hand SRB with the pressure instruments installed, is approximately twenty-one pounds. The
SRB itself consists of four main parts, nose cone, forebody, aft attach ring and aft SRB body
with the skirt and nozzle assembly.
2O
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Nozzle actuator struts are simulated on each of the SRB aft skirts. The SRB aft separation
thrusters are attached to the skirt. The forward attach structure is simulated utilizing a 7/16
inch diameter bolt which secures the SRB to the ET. Just aft of this bolt, the body of both the
SRB and the ET have been relieved to provide a passage for instrumentation leads.The RSRM
aft attach ring (ETA) configuration has been updated for this test and is interchangeable with
the ASRM ETA. This ring is carved of a single piece of stock with integra] different size
mounting studs that simulate the aft attach struts. The struts and ETA wing configuration
between these struts (inside) was not upgraded.
Removable lEA boxes were provided for both the ASRM and RSRB configurations so that they
could be mounted either on top or bottom or both on top and bottom. The current launch
configuration uses the top-mounted lEA box, but the bottom-mounted lEA box was proposed
and used to alleviate aerodynamic disturbances between the boosters and the orbiter. During
this test, the RSRB's were configured only with the top mounted RSRB lEA box configuration.
The ASRM configuration was tested with the lEA box position on Top, Bottom, and Top and
Bottom.
SOUD PLUME SIMULATORS
Plume simulators were provided for both the Orbiter and the SRB's in order to approximate as
close as possible, the flight base pressures. The Orbiter plume simulator is a single contoured
mahogany wood block, supported from the model stings and metrically isolated from the Orbiter
base. The SRB plume simulators are conical wood with a disk of larger diameter at the aft
cone surface. Two different sizes were provided. One, the small simulator, is a 28" half angle
cone terminating at 8.12 inch diameter with a 1/2 inch thick, 9.37 inch diameter disc. The
second is a 33 degree half angle cone terminating at 9.37 inch diameter with an 1/2 inch thick
11.25 inch diameter disc. These were mounted on the forked sting and adapter assemblies in
proximity of the SRB nozzles. Longitudinal positioning of these SRB simulators was provided
at 7.5, 13.5 and 18.75 inches, distance downstream of the SRB exit plane to the forward face
of the disc (aft end of the cone). These plume simulators were designed using the
configuration of those tested on an 0.10 scale SSV model (test IA-300), Reference 4, which is
based on a solid plume simulator study by NASA/MSFC reported in Reference 5. The plume




The model was instrumentedso that steady state and fluctuating pressure as well as force
data could be obtained simultaneously. In general the RH side of the model contained the
force gauges of the model (i.e., RH wing and RH elevons). The LH side of the model was
heavily instrumented with surface static pressures. The kulites pressure transducer were
mounted to the RH side of the Orbiter Extemal Tank and SRB.
A total of 1392 steady state surface static pressures were measured by thirty-two 48-port
ESP's. The first and thirty-second port were used to measure a known pressure fumished from
outside the model leaving forty six ports for model pressures. The location of the 1392

















SRB Basic Body 177 "
Base 10
Protuberances 20
The model was instrumented to measure 68 Aero Acoustic pressures. Sixty eight (68) Kulite
high frequency response +15 psid pressure trahsducersare installed in the model to measure
these vibra-acoustic pressure levels. Figure 4 shows the location of these kul!tes on the








External Tank Body 24

























Model Forces & Moments
Measured or Calculated
Orbiter normal force, side force, axial
force,pitching momentrolling moment and yawing
moment
Wing normal force, bending moment and
torsional moment
Inboard elevon hinge moment
Outboard elevon hinge moment
2" AEDC sting (used to calculate sting
deflections determination only) rated loads
unknown
7
*The backup balance was the AEDC/Task 2.5" MK XXII B
An AEDC supplied Schaevitz angular position indicator was mounted in the extemai tank. The
output from this instrument was used to check angle of attack at zero roll angle only (i.e. _ =
0").
The output of the kulite dynamic pressure transducers were sent to the AEDC RMS (roof
mean-square) meters and four (4) MUX magnetic tape recorders. IRIG time was provided to
all Data Systems so that the Steady State and Dynamic Data could be correlated. Voice
identification of each data point, run and point number, was also recorded on the MUX tape.
TESTFACILITYDESCRIPTION
The AEDC PWT 16-Ft. Transonic Tunnel (Propulsion Wind Tunnel, Transonic 16T) is a
continuous-flow closed-circuit tunnel capable of operation within a Mach number range of 0.06
to 1.60.The tunnel can be operated within a stagnation pressure range of 120 to 4000 psfa
depending upon the Mach number. The stagnation temperature can be varied from an
average minimum of about 80" to a maximum of 160" F as a function of cooling water
temperature. Using a special cooling system of mineral spirits, liquid nitrogen, and liquid air,
the stagnation temperature range can be varied from +30" to -30" F. Supersonic velocities are
obtained by use of flexible-wall, lava] type nozzles.
The test section used during the test was the High Angle Automated Sting (HAAS) cart with a
test section that is 16 ft square by 40 ft long and enclosed by 60 dog inclined-hole perforated
walls of six-percent porosity. The HAAS test section has a side wail angle variance capability
from -2.0°(convergence) to 0.8 dog (divergence). To compensate for the HAAS strut blockage,
the HAAS cart side walls have a bulge section, which has a depth of 6.0 in. The entire test
section and supporting structure is constructed as a separate unit, called the test section cart,
and is removable from the tunnel circuiL The test section carts may be moved to the model
installation building where the test article and associated equipment are installed. The test
section is completely enclosed in a plenum chamber which can be evacuated, allowing part of
the tunnel main flow to be removed through the test section perforated wails, thereby unchoking
the test section at near sonic speeds and alleviating wail interference effects.
The 16T HAAS sting support system was used to support and position the 0.03-scale model in
the test section during the test entry. The model was supported by a dual sting arrangement
consisting of two, 2.0-in. dia. stings exiting from the bases of the left and right hand solid rocket
boosters (SRB). These stings were then attached by adapters to 4.16-in. dia. parallel stings
which were mounted in the modified lockheed support system. This support arrangement
allowed the base of the orbiter to be essentially free from any support system interference.
The sting support system utilizes computer control to position the model at angles of attack
and sideslip by means of combinations of pitch and roll angles. This model support system is
advantageous in that the model can be maintained at, or close to, the tunnel centerline where
flow angularity is aminimum. A sketch showing the location of the 0.03-scale model in the test





The model was mounted upright in the tunnel on a steel forked sting assembly (figure 6). This
sting, supplied by AEDC, was constructed by Lockheed and modified by Rockwell to a nominal
length of 130.96 inches. The model was mounted to the sting assembly through the base of
the SRB's by two steel eccentric adapters. This forked sting assembly is set at a nominal
spacing of 16 inches. This installation places the center of rotation at the base of the SRB
nozzles. The model therefore transfers away from the tunnel centerline when pitched to any
angle other than a = 0", _ = 0.
The general test procedure was as follows: After starting the tunnel, the desired test conditions
for a particular Mach number were established as given in Table !, the test conditions were
held constant while model angle of attack and sideslip were varied in a pitch pause manner.
To record dynamic pressure (Kulite) data, the model attitude was held constant for a specified
period of time. At the start of the test 10 to 20 seconds in addition to the force and static
pressure data time was used. After run #719 this additional pause time to record the dynamic
Kulite data was reduced to 6 seconds
Two Mach sweeps runs were conducted where Mash number was varied continuously from 0.6
to 1.55 while the model attitude was held constant at -4 deg angle of attack and zero sideslip
angle. During the Mach sweeps the dynamic data was recorded continuously.
Flow angularity (Aerodynamic tares) were determined early in the test program. Special runs
were conducted through the pitch range at 0° sideslip angle with both the model in the upright
(¢ = 0") and inverted ($ = 160") position. These were accomplished at all Mach numbers
except M = 1.55.' The tare angle was determined as the angle required to collapse the CN
versus alpha curves for these runs.
Test runs were specifically conducted to determine the solid plume configuration which will
yield average orbiter and external tank base pressures as close to flight values as possible.
The results of these runs selected the 28" cone SRB plume set at an axial distance of 13.25
inches behind the SRB nozzle exit was the nominal configuration for tests from M = 0.6
through 1.25. The larger 33" cone plume at the same axial position was nominal for tests from
M = 1.25 to 1.55. Rgure 5 presents data which show the degree of base pressure match
achieved.
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_The model attitude (Alpha& Beta)were set in the tunnelwith the pitch and roll mechanism of
the HAAS cart pitch and sting roll assembly. The model was pointed to the corrected Alpha-
Beta angle requested on the run schedule, within setting accuracies. This model pointing
angle was achieved through computer control of the pitch and roll mechanism. Real time sting
deflections and flows angularity tares, were calculated and applied to the pitch and roll
mechanism outputs in an iterative closed feedback loop to automatically adjust and point the
model to the corrected attitude.
The pressure transducers were calibrated prior to the test and were again calibrated after the
model was installed in the tunnel using the "reference" and "calibrate" ports on the ESP's in
accordance with normal AEDC/PWT procedures.
After installation all pressures were either leak checked using a hand held vacuum pump or
continuity checked with compressed air when the orifice was located in a position where it
could not be leak checked. This checking continued throughout the test whenever there was
any evidence of a problem and after model changes to check all pressures which had been
disconnected during the change.
The 2.5" MK XXXIC Orbiter balance, the wing balance, and the elevon hinge moment beams
were calibrated in the AEDC calibration laboratory prior to the test. The elevon hinge moment
gauge calibration were checked after each change in elevon angle. All balances were check-
loaded after the model was installed in the tunnel. After installation in the model, the Schaevitz
angle position indicator was calibrated over the angle-of-attack range required for the test.
The strain gauge instrumented dual sting was calibrated, installed in the cart prior to
installation into the tunnel. The model-sting assembly was loaded installed in the tunnel to
provide checks to that calibration.
The test run number summary defining model configuration, model attitudes, and elevon
deflections is presented in Table II.
_ DATA REDUCTION
Standard AEDC methods for computing tunnel parameters, balance forces and moments, and
model attitudes were used. Force and moment coefficients (body axis system only) were
computed for each balance using the axis system defined in Figure la. Orbiter force and
moment data were adjusted to account for the difference be_tween measured base pressure
and freestream pressure. Eievon hinge moments, and wing forces and moments were calculated
in coefficient form about reference locations specified for eaci8 component.
The model angle of attack and sideslip angle were corrected for sting deflections caused by
model weight and aerodynamic loading. The attitude of the integrated vehicle was calculated
from the sector reading, the output of the strain gauges on the forked sting, accounting for
sting deflection, and the determined flow angularity tare. The attitude of the orbiter was
corrected for the orbiter balance deflections. The deflection of the right hand elevons due to
the applied hinge moment were also calculated and accounted for. The deflection of the wing
under load was found to be insignificant and therefore was not accounted for in the data
reduction.
Standard six component body axis force coefficients were computed for the balance mounted
orbiter. The reference area used was the orbiter wing area, and the reference length for
moment coefficients was the orbiter reference length. Forces and moments were resolved
about the integrated vehicle reference center which is at the orbiter nose on the tank
centerline. These Orbiter forces and moments were corrected for model weight tares. The
orbiter normal force, axial force, and pitching moment were corrected for base pressure effects
as determined from pressures measured on the orbiter base and body flap to yield "Orbiter
forebody forces'. These base pressure corrections were calculated as follows:
1 [tan14.75o 3_4 CPi Ai +CNB = -
i=301
440
Z Cpi Ai ]
i=401
1
CA B =" _ 3_4 Cp i Ai
301
Cm B ,[ ]-X 1tan14.75 ° 3_4 Cp i Ai. X2 4_0 Cp, Ai + Z 1 3_4 Cp i Ai
i.,30i i=401 _301
where X 1, X2 and Z 1 are the distances to the centroid of the area from the moment
reference center given in the reference dimension table.
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The resulting coefficients are applied as follows to obtain the Orbiter forebody coefficients:
CAr - CAu - CAB
CNf - CNu - CNB
Crnf - Cmu Cm B





CNw = Nw/[(q) (Sw) ] where: Nw = ml "m2
am
(m1 - m2)dm
CBw = Bw/[(q) (Sw) (bw)] where: Bw = m2 +
a m
(mt - m2)em
CTw = Tw/[(q) (Sw) (Cw)] where: Tw = m3 + am
where: m 1 - wing inboard bending moment - in-lbs
m 2 - wing outboard bending moment - in-lbs
m3 - wing torsion - in-lbs
am, d m & em - moment transfer distances - in. (see figure ld)
Elevon Hinoe Moment Coefficients:
Chei - Hei / [(q) (Se) (Ce) ]
Cheo - Heo / [(q) (Se) (Ce) ]
The right hand Elevon deflection angles were corrected for load deflections as follows:
8ei = 8eise t + Hei Kei
8eo = 8eoset + Heo Keo
where: Kei and Keo are calibrated deflection constants
_ei set & 8eo set are Elevon deflection settings
Aero acoustic (dynamic) pressure data from the Kulites were recorded on RMS meters to
directly yield Prms in. (ibJft. 2). These RMS pressures were reduced to; pressure coefficients
Cprmsi then to the Aero Acoustic power terms (Decibels);













R.H. Wing Force & Moment














































































































































































































The flow angularity (AFA) in the tunnel pitch-plane was determined by testing the
model upright and inverted and the angle required to collapse the CN vs ALPHA

























Uncertainties (combinations of systematic and random errors) of the basic tunnel
parameters were estimated from repeat calibrations of the instrumentation and from
repeatability and uniformity of the test section flow during tunnel _ration, reference
2. Uncertainties in the instrumentatiofi_ms were es_mated from repeat calibration
of the systems against secondary standards whose uncertainties are traceable to the
National Ins-b_utb of Starida:r__nology _ibration eq_p_nt. _ Re' _nnel
parameter and instrument uncertainties, for a 95-percent confidence level, were
combined using the Taylor series method of error propagation described in reference 3
to determine the uncertainties of the parameters. These uncertainties are presented
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M • 1.1, M = 1.15, 1.25, 1.30, 1.35, 1.40, and 1.55 @ Re = 2.5 x 10s
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MACH CN CNF CLM CLMF CA CAF CY
CYN CBL
MACH PHI CHEi CHEO CNW CBW CTW
MACH CNB CNBO CNBF CLMB CAB CPAO
CPAT CPAS
R DATASETS PAGES 1-167
S DATASETS PAGES 168-334
T DATASETS PAGES 335-501
NOTE: The first and second independent variable for the Mach
sweep runs (D/S's 10 and I1) are ALPHA and MACH, respectively
and the fourth character of the dataset ID is used to identify





















BODY FLAP - LOWER SURFACE
WING - UPPER SURFACE






































NOTE: For the Mach sweep datasets (D/S's 10 and I1 ) the first










VOLUME II - KULITE DATA (DBRMS)
¢.QM.EOU.E 
ORBITER FUSELAGE
WING - UPPER SURFACE

















NOTE: 1at Character ID for Kulite data is K except for the Mach
sweep runs where it is used to identify subdivisions of
D/S's 10 and I1.
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BC is Bad Coda - Data No Good
>R#xxx Is Runs Greater Than R#xxx
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BC is Bad Code ' Data No Good
>R#xxx is Runs Greater Than R#xxx
? is Marginal leak found, use data with caution
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TABLEIIh IA-613AESP/PRESS.TAPHOOKUP
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BC is Bad Code - Data No Good
=,R#xxxIs Runs Greater Than R#xxx
? is Marginal leak found, use data with caution
-_ 4g
TABLE i11: IA-613A ESP/PRESS. TAP HOOKUP
613A SSV MODEL 47-0TS ORBITER ESP HOOKUP
BC is Bad Code - Data No Good
=.R#xxx is Runs Greater Than R#xxx
9 is Marginal leak found, use data with caution
h
5O
TABLE Ilh IA-613A ESP/PRESS. TAP HOOKUP












Body Flap & V.T.
COMMENT






Note: BC is Bad Code - Data No Good
>R#xxx is Runs Greater Than R#xxx









































TABLE II1: IA-613A ESP/PRESS. TAP HOOKUP
TEST # 613A SSV MODEL 47-OTS
ESP #15 Spike Nose
COMMENT [
Note:
EXTERNAL TANK ESP HOOKUP
ESP#16 Oglve ESP#17
No.
BC |s Bad Code - Data No Good
>R#xxx is Runs Greater Than R#xxx
7 Is Marginal leak found, use data with cauUon
TABLEUh IA-613A ESP/PRESS. TAP HOOKUP




















ESP #18 Mid &
Not_: BC Is Bad Code - Data No Good
>R#xxx is Runs Greater Than R#xxx
? is Marginal leak found, use data with cauUon
TABLE II1: IA-613A ESP/PRESS. TAP HOOKUP
















EC is Bad Code - Data No Good
>R#xxx Is Runs Greater Than R#xxx





TABLE Uh IA-613A ESP/PRESS. TAP HOOKUP












































ESP #24 Mld & Aft-Body
COMMENT
ESP #2S El" Base
Press.
No. COMMENT
ESP ¢Z6 Base & LO2 Feedlh
COMMENT
Note: BC Is Bad Coda - Data No Good
>R#xxx is Runs Greater Than R#xxx
? is Marginal leak found, usa data with caution
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TABLE Uh IA-613A ESP/PRESS. TAP HOOKUP
_TEST # $13A SSV MODEL 47-OTS












EXTERNAL TANK ESP HOOKUP
I
I
Note: BC Is Bad Code - Data No Good
>R#xxx Is Runs Greater Than R#xxx
? is Marginal leak found, use data with caution
V
V
TABLE Iih IA-613A ESP/PRESS. TAP HOOKUP
J
v












ESP #2e Nose & ETA Ring
Note:
SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER ESP HOOKUP
ESP #29 Fwd Shell & Sys Tun ESP #30 Lwr Fwd Shell
COMMENT
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BC Is Bad Code - Data No Good
>R#xxx is Runs Greater Than R#xxx
? Is Marginal leak found, use data with caution
COMMENT











TABLE Ilh IA-613A ESP/PRESS. TAP HOOKUP
TEST # 613A SSV MODEL 47-OTS SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER ESP HOOKUP
ESP #31 Top Aft Shell
Press. I
No. I COMMENT
: : :_::_; _,:- _ _:-_;_::-'-:::':-- ::_: ::i:_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Cal. |_._........_...............:::;_............., ......
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Note: BC is Bad Code - Data No Good
>R#xxx is Runs Greater Than R#xxx







X o - 1307 (39.21)
Yo = 105 (3.15)







ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES







ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
MODEL SCALE IN PARENTHESES
Figure l_.; Elevon coordinate axes.
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I I t X1 •3.121
X3 • 3.811
am • DISTANCE 8ETWEEtJ
BENOING MOMENT GAGES
d • DISTANCE FROM Yo 3.15
EXPOSED WING ROOT
CHORD TO GAGE NO. 2
• m • DISTANCE FROM Xo 39.21
To GAGS.O. 3 _.
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